Dreams of a New Life
Chris de Bode
In the first five months of 2016, more than
33,000 migrants made the perilous journey
from the shores of North Africa to Italy.
Thousands have died in the process. In the last
week of May alone, an estimated 1,200 people
drowned when their boats sank or capsized.
Many of the casualties will have been children,
their stories forever untold. An increasing
number of those attempting the crossing are
unaccompanied minors (UAMs), children
travelling without parents or other adults. Three
times as many UAMs have arrived in Italy in
2016 compared to the same period in 2016.
This new phenomenon is posing new and
difficult challenges to the already stretched
services assisting arriving refugees and
migrants.
By the time they reach the North African
coast, most have already travelled for weeks,
and sometimes months, through some of the
most inhospitable terrain in the world, crossing
deserts and war zones, facing lack of food and
water and risking exploitation and violence
from smugglers and authorities alike. An
unknown number perish in the desert, left
behind by unscrupulous traffickers who have

taken their money. Even if they make it to the
coast - most commonly Libya - many face
violence and imprisonment from local
authorities operating in civil war conditions.
? The children who embark on the
treacherous journey are mainly driven by
despair: they are fleeing war, hunger and
drought. Many have lost their parents to
violence or early death and are left to fend for
themselves. One thought connects them all to
each other - they are trying to improve their
lives and follow their dreams.
?
Save the Children is operating in Italy,
helping these UAMs to find their way. They
explain them their rights, introduce them to
local customs and culture and give legal
advice where ever possible. After a few
months, the children are brought to shelters
run by the government, from where their
integration starts. One of the facilities that is
helping during the integration process is the
CivicoZero centre in Milan, a safe place where
UAMs can study Italian, get legal counsel,
follow creative workshops, do sports and hang
out with other children.

Panos photographer Chris de Bode was
asked by Save the Children to visualise these
children's current situations, with many
preferring to remain anonymous, and to show
their dreams for their future, once they are able
to start a new life in Europe. Chris met
unaccompanied minors in Sicily and Milan who
had travelled from Kosovo, Egypt, Guinea
Bissau, The Gambia, Senegal and Guinea. He
photographed them both on the street,
symbolising the way they have been travelling
alone from their home countries, and in an
imaginary situation showing their hopes and
dreams for their futures.
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Above: Ahmad (17) from the Fayoum
oasis in Egypt's Western Desert, in an
underpass in Milan. Below: Ahmad
says he wants to become a butcher,
like his father and many other men in
his family. In Egypt, he says, 'I had a
good life. My father is a butcher and
he makes a decent living. When I was
sad, I used to drive around on my
motorcycle and whenever people
needed a ride I took them. They paid
me a small sum so, in a way, I was a
taxi-driver. It was an ok life. But one
by one, I saw my friends leave for
Europe, until I was the last one there.
So I decided to leave as well. My
father is still in the Fayoum, but I
don't have a mother anymore. She
died some time ago. And I have
family in Italy, two brothers of mine
work in a butcher shop here. So I will
be a butcher as well. During
Ramadan last year, I decided to take
the boat from Alexandria. My father
gave me money, it was around
23,000 Egyptian Pounds, which is
about 2,300 Euros. I was on the boat
for eleven days but I was never
scared. I just saw it as a big
adventure. I arrived in Catania last
year and stayed in one of the
reception centres for about two
months. Then my brother called me,
and said I should come to Milan, even
though he did not agree with me
coming here. But I can't stay at his
place, my family says I'm too
expensive. So now, I'm sleeping in a
shelter. I'm learning Italian, I like it.'
In the first five months of 2016, more
than 33,000 migrants made the
perilous journey from the shores of
north Africa to Italy. Of these, at least
5300 were unaccompanied minors
(UAM). Photographer Chris de Bode
met with nine UAMs living in shelters
in Milan and Sicily and worked with
them to capture, not their despair, but
their dreams in images that
represented their journeys and their
hopes for their futures.
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Above: Alasan (16) from The Gambia
on a square in Milan.Below: Alasan
says he would like to be a computer
hacker 'But a good one, not the bad
kind.' He says 'I'm from a small
village in the Central River Region.
Both my parents died a long time
ago, so I stayed with my uncle. He
wanted me to go to a religious
schoolâ€¦but I didn't want to do itâ€¦.
After I stood up to my uncle, he
stopped paying for my normal
lessonsâ€¦. He was angry with me
and threatened to beat me many
times. One day, and I'm not proud of
this, I stole money from him, left
home and went on my trip. I went to
Senegal, Mali, Burkina Faso and
Niger, and then I went into Libya.
When I got there, I was out of money
so I had to workâ€¦ You go out in the
streets and hope somebody picks
you up for a day's work. But the
police came and took us straight to
prison, because we were illegal. I was
in prison for almost six months, and
we got beaten almost every dayâ€¦.
At a certain point they let us go and
we left the town. Our driver â€¦
decided to take us straight to
Sabratah, a smugglers town. We
stayed there on the beach for two
monthsâ€¦ With the money I saved in
Sabha, I was able to pay for the
crossing. I was on the boat for one
night, with about 135 people. They
(SOS Medecins du Monde) saved us,
I stayed on their boat for two nights.
When I set foot in Italy, I was relieved.
Finally, we were free, liberatedâ€¦.
Here in the centre I'm fed, I'm
clothed, it's safeâ€¦ I've been in the
centre for just over two months now
and so far, so good.'In the first five
months of 2016, more than 33,000
migrants made the perilous journey
from north Africa to Italy. Of these, at
least 5300 were unaccompanied
minors (UAM). Photographer Chris de
Bode met with nine UAMs living in
shelters in Milan and Sicily and
captured, not their despair, but their
dreams in images that represented
their hopes for their futures.
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Above: Bala (17) in Milan.Below: Bala
dreams of freedom. He says 'I came
to Italy at the end of January. I landed
at Pozzallo after I had left The
Gambia in September. I left because I
have a problem with my family, I don't
really want to talk about it. I went with
my little brother. We went from
Senegal, Mauritania, Mali, Burkina
and Niger to Libya. Agadez in Niger is
a hard placeâ€¦ We really had to hold
each other tight to make sure we
didnâ€™t fall off (the truck)â€¦ We
were on the road for over a month.
When I got to Libya I was afraid, there
were guns everywhere.â€¦ I was
contacted by a man who asked if we
wanted to cross the sea, and we said
yes. It cost us about 1000 dinar (GBP
550). At night we went to the boatsâ€¦
We were on the boat for about three
days... At dawn [one day] we were
picked up by an Italian ship. We came
to Europe to find a better life, a life
where we are free. I want to be a car
mechanic, that's what I did in
Gambia. When I was about ten I
started working in an auto
workshopâ€¦They didn't pay me
though. I learned how to fix cars, they
got free help...In my free time I played
soccer... So if there is anything I
dream of, it is freedom. Being able to
make my own life. My brother also
lives in the shelter. Sometimes we call
our sister and our mother, I miss
them. I do miss The Gambia, mainly
because of my mother. But Italy is a
better place to live. I would like to
stay here, if I can find a job. I'm a
strict Muslim, but I don't have a
problem with Italian society.'In the
first five months of 2016, more than
33,000 migrants made the journey
from North Africa to Italy. Of these, at
least 5300 were unaccompanied
minors (UAM). Photographer Chris de
Bode met with nine UAMs living in
shelters in Milan and Sicily and
captured, not their despair, but their
dreams in images that represented
their hopes for their futures.
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Above: Brahim (17) from Egypt in
Milan.Below: Brahim wants to work at
the fish market. He is deaf mute and
talks in sign language. He smiles
almost constantly. His mother, father
and two of his brothers are still in
Egypt but his older brother lives in
Italy. He says 'I came to Italy in
January 2015. I was on the boat for
about 6 or 7 days, with about three
hundred others. There were even
mothers with babies. Yes, I was
scared, the boat was dancing on the
water. Because of the salt on my skin
and the sun, I got burned pretty hard.
First there was a helicopter that
circled us, after that a boat came and
picked us up. In Sicily I was
registered but they just gave me a
number and took my name and a
photo. That was it, no fingerprints or
anything else. I left for my brother in
Vicenza, but after a while we got into
a fight. He threw a plate at me and I
got an injury on my head. So I left and
came to Milan. I go to school here.
First I attended a regular school, but I
couldn't follow the lessons because I
speak through sign language. So now
I'm going to a special school. I'm very
happy to be here. I want to work at
the fish market, to make sure the fish
is good quality. At the shelter, I
followed a workshop in video making.
In the video, which is like a modern
satire, I show people my story and I
show what it's like under the military
regime in Egypt. Apparently they like
it, because I won a prize in a
competition. I'm very proud of it!'In
the first five months of 2016, more
than 33,000 migrants made the
journey from North Africa to Italy. Of
these, at least 5300 were
unaccompanied minors (UAM).
Photographer Chris de Bode met with
nine UAMs living in shelters in Milan
and Sicily and captured, not their
despair, but their dreams in images
that represented their hopes for their
futures.
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Above: Mamadou (17) from Guinea
Conakry in Milan. Below: Mamadou
wants to be a mechanic or footballer.
He says 'I landed in Italy on 30 March
of 2016. I was registered in the port of
Catania and [then] came to this
centreâ€¦ In my country, I went to
school for six years until I dropped
out. I tried to find work at a young
age â€¦ but I couldn't find any jobs. I
fled Guinea because in 2015, there
were big demonstrations going on.
I'm an ethnic Peul (Fulani) and we
were discriminated against on a daily
basisâ€¦. I left Guinea on my own, but
on the way you meet people and
make fiends. From Guinea I went to
Mali, then to Burkina Faso and Niger,
and then I crossed the desert to
Libyaâ€¦ I stayed in the country for
ten months, that was very hardâ€¦
First I worked in construction, to
make a living.. I try to forget what
happened in Libya, I've seen things
that I don't want to talk about. After
ten months, I decided to cross the
sea. I don't even know what I paid for
the voyage but I know I was glad
when a boat picked us up. And I felt
relief when I touched Italian soil for
the first time. I'd like to be a football
playerâ€¦ But if I can't be a soccer
player, I'd like to be a car mechanic. I
love repairing things. The Italian
Ferrari is a beautiful car, but I think
they might be a bit too hard for me to
repair. I like it here in the centre, the
people are nice to me. Right now we
are learning Italian, you have to speak
the language first before you can
study. After that, I hope I can do a
course to be a mechanic.' In the first
five months of 2016, more than
33,000 migrants made the journey
from North Africa to Italy. Of these, at
least 5300 were unaccompanied
minors (UAM). Photographer Chris de
Bode met with nine UAMs living in
shelters in Milan and Sicily and
captured, not their despair, but their
dreams in images that represented
their hopes for their futures.
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Above: Mamadou (17) from Guinea
Bissau on a staircase in Messina.
Below: Mamadou wants to be a
professional runner. He was born in
Guinea Bissau. He lost his father
when he was a little child so his
mother decided to move to The
Gambia where they used to live. In
The Gambia he discovered a passion
for athletics and particularly for
running. When his mother
disappeared in 2015, probably
kidnapped or killed, he decided to
leave The Gambia. When Mamadou
arrived on 30 March 2016 in Italy, he
was very weak because of the
journey. He says: 'I abandoned The
Gambia and my passions, looking for
a safe place. Today running helps me
in healing the pain for the loss of my
mother.' Two months later, after
having recovered, he started to talk
about his passion for running again
and he started training on his own.
Today, Mamadou dreams of joining
an Italian athletics team and
becoming a professional runner. In
the first five months of 2016, more
than 33,000 migrants made the
journey from North Africa to Italy. Of
these, at least 5300 were
unaccompanied minors (UAM).
Photographer Chris de Bode met with
nine UAMs living in shelters in Milan
and Sicily and captured, not their
despair, but their dreams in images
that represented their hopes for their
futures.
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Above: Patrick (17) from Senegal on a
street in Messina. Below: Patrick
wants to be a pizza baker. He has a
mother and a sister in Senegal. When
he lost his father, his uncle put him in
a Koranic school. In this school he
was mistreated and suffered several
attacks by other boys and by the
people who ran the school. He
escaped and went back to his uncle's
house, but his uncle didn't believe
Patrick and brought him back to the
school. The night after he returned to
the Koranic school he was badly
beaten. He escaped from the school
that same night and took a bus to
Mali. He spent some months in Mali
in order to earn money and continue
his trip. When he had enough money
he went to Libya where he used to
work in a car wash. Since he was
looking for a safe place, not only for
him but also for his mother and sister,
he decided to take the boat to Italy.
Patrick says: 'It's better to try to cross
the sea, than go back home and risk
dying.' He is scared that if he returns
to his country he will face retaliation
from the Islamic group that was
running his Koranic school. He would
like to reunify his family and bring his
mother and sister to Italy. In Italy he
has attended a pizza making training
school and his dream is to become a
professional pizza maker. In the first
five months of 2016, more than
33,000 migrants made the journey
from North Africa to Italy. Of these, at
least 5300 were unaccompanied
minors (UAM). Photographer Chris de
Bode met with nine UAMs living in
shelters in Milan and Sicily and
captured, not their despair, but their
dreams in images that represented
their hopes for their futures.
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Above: Vojin (16) from northeastern of
Kosovo. Below: Vojin wants to work
in a hotel. He says 'I've been here
since September. My father is a
farmer. I guess I did the same as
other kids my age: I went to school,
played soccer. But my country is
poorâ€¦. You don't get paid a lot,
while the cost of living is high. Fuel is
really expensive and if the summer is
really hot, the crops fail. My mother,
father and brother are still there. My
friends all got why I wanted to leave, I
just wanted to give my life a new
direction. It was a two day trip from
Kosovo, Serbia, Hungary and
Slovenia. The whole trip took me
about two days and 800 Euros, which
my father paid. Crossing the border
to Italy took about six hours, I
crossed it together with some Arabs. I
think they were Syrians. I ended up in
Milan by chance, but I like it here. I go
to school here in the centre, I'm
learning Italian. It also do gym here,
and when I'm sad I can talk to
people.. Life is difficult here as well.
But I'm convinced that if I study hard
and work hard, life will be less difficult
than it was in Kosovo. Soon I'll be
having my exams, and in September I
want to try and find a job in a hotel,
maybe as a waiter. I'd like to study to
be able to work in a hotel, but I'm not
sure what I want to be after that. Why
a hotel? Cause I like meeting other
people.' In the first five months of
2016, more than 33,000 migrants
made the journey from North Africa to
Italy. Of these, at least 5300 were
unaccompanied minors (UAM).
Photographer Chris de Bode met with
nine UAMs living in shelters in Milan
and Sicily and captured, not their
despair, but their dreams in images
that represented their hopes for their
futures.
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